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At LCCA you will benefit from: 

Specialist multi-arts institution.
Creative multi-disciplinary learning 
environment.
Highly experienced course leaders 
with strong industry experience.

Practical career-focused programmes.
Dedicated industry standard,  
facilities and equipment.
Excellent location in Central London.

To find out more 

+44 (0) 20 3535 1274 
info@studyinteractive.org
www.lcca.org.uk

 What You Will Study  

As well as gaining an advanced understanding of tourism, hospitality and 
events, students will graduate from this programme with an ability to manage 
operations in these booming sectors. 
 And how will they learn this? The curriculum is business facing with 
strong outlook for all three industries which will be beneficial for the future 
managers. Case studies, role-plays and classroom discussions are used to 
reinforce problem-solving, analytical, decision-making and conceptual skills 
of students in real business situations. Guest speakers are regularly invited to 
articulate current business and organisational approaches, views and ideas 
on particular issues. Practical exposure to the industry is further facilitated by 
field visits including industrial exhibitions, airports, and hospitality and tourism 
organisations.

Semester One 
 - Tourism and Hospitality Business 
Strategy
 - Marketing for Service and 
Hospitality Industry
 - Hospitality Operations Management
 - International Project Management

Semester Two 
 - Event Management
 - Management and Leadership 
across Cultures
 - Management for Hospitality Industry 
 - Management Control and Finance 
in the Context of Hospitality and 
Events

Semester Three 
 - Dissertation

 Career Progression  

Graduates will be eligible to work 
on a broad range of supervisory, 
managerial and consulting positions 
in both public and private sector 
tourism, hospitality or event 
organisations.In addition, the 
dissertation enables students to 
prepare for an academic career such 
as progressing towards research 
degrees PhD, PGCE, or PGCHE.

Key Facts 
Delivery mode

Full duration

Intakes

Campus

Full-time

18 months

Oct / Feb

Online

 Entry Requirements  

Qualification
 - UK bachelor degree (any class), 
 - or for overseas qualifications any 
NARIC recognised equivalence

Alternative
Applicants who do not meet  
the stated entry requirements may 
apply via our Mature Route. You 
will be asked to provide evidence 
of three year’s managerial work 
experience, plus transcripts of your 
highest qualifications achieved to 
date. Applications via this route are 
assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Minimum Age
21 years

Language
English proficiency: IELTS 5.5  
(5.5 in each component) or equivalent

MA in

International Tourism,  
Hospitality and Event Management
The world makes money go round. International tourism generates billions of 
pounds annually. And this is still one of the fastest-growing industries.
Depending upon whether it is business or pleasure, the hospitality and event 
management sectors also benefit from – and add to the experience of – 
international tourism, and are inextricably linked to it. Taking into account these 
associated areas only makes the overall sector more lucrative, and appealing.
 The programme aims to develop an advanced understanding of 
tourism, hospitality and events industries and critical aspects surrounding 
them. It equips students with theoretical and practical knowledge and 
skills necessary to manage tourism, hospitality and event organisations 
strategically in a culturally diverse global environment. 
 The MA programme is intended for those who either hold a degree or 
have appropriate industry experience thus offering them an opportunity to 
obtain higher level qualifications and grow professionally.

In cooperation with 


